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York resigns NCAA post
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by Tracy Collins
sports reporter
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A disappointed Barry Mills reflects upon Bowling Green's disheartening loss in
last Saturday's CCHA championship game against Michigan State.

Bowling Green hockey coach
Jerry York resigned his position as
chairman of the National Collegiate Athletic Association's Ice
Hockey Committee, Monday, in the
wake of a controversial selection
handed down by that committee.
Word came Sunday from the
committee that eight hockey teams
- Harvard, Providence, New
Hampshire, St. Lawrence, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan State and
Minnesota-Duluth - would receive
bids to the NCAA's post-season
tournament.
What is making national news is
not the list of teams, but a name
that is absent from that list - that of
Bowling Green.
The selection of Minnesota-Duluth over BG as an at-large participant in the NCAA tournament has
caused the biggest controversy to
hit collegiate hockey in recent
years. The selection has brought
under scrutiny the entire selection
process used by the NCAA.
THE FALCONS seemed certain
to receive at least an at-large bid
after reaching the finals of the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association, since the team was also the
CCHA regular-season champion.
Instead, the nod went to MinnesotaDuluth, in a decision which York
said, "set college hockey back 10
years."
CCHA Commissioner Jim Ruehl.
in an official statement released
Monday, said, "The CCHA is outraged at the NCAA Ice Hockey
Selection Committee's biased and

subjective selection of the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association's
Minnesota-Duluth hockey team
over the CCHA's Bowline Green
team for the first round NCAA
Playoffs on March 18-19,1963.
"It is most obvious that this
decision was not an objective one
and cannot be accepted by the
CCHA."
WHY THE SELECTION of Minnesota-Duluth over BG is not acceptable to the league comes from
the following comparisons between
the two teams:
• BG had an overall record of 288-4. with a winning percentage that
is better than the top-seeded team
from the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference. Minnesota-Duluth had an overall record of 29-151.
• BG finished the season with a
league record of 24-5-3, and repeated as the first place team in a
12-team league. Minnesota-Duluth
was 14-12 in the WCHA, good
enough for fourth place in a sixteam league.
• BG was 3-1 in post-season play,
losing in the finals of the league
tournament by an overtime goal, in
a single-elimination tournament
format. Minnesota-Duluth was also
3-1, but the Bulldogs lost in the
semi-finals of the WCHA tournament, in a two-game, total-goal
format.
• Against competition outside
their respective leagues, BG was 12-1 - beating Brown, losing to Lowell (which finished 28-1 in Division
II, and defeated all the major
ECAC teams), and losing (by one
goal) and tying Wisconsin, the

tournament champions of the
WCHA and the top seed in the
NCAA tournament. Minnesota-Duluth was W) outside the WCHA. but
played only lowly Vermont of the
ECAC, and independents Northern
Arizona and U.S. International.
• Finally, in the latest WMPL
Coaches' Poll, BG was ranked
fourth, while Minnesota-Duluth
was ranked eighth. In the WDOMCHSB Media Poll, Minnesota-Duluth was not even ranked in the top
10, while the Falcons have never
fallen out of that standard.
WITH THOSE facts in mind,
York said the failure of the committee to give his team a bid came
as a complete surprise.
"I feel it was positively a wrong
decision by the committee," York
said. "It is just an injustice to our
league, which I feel is the premier
league in the country. It is certainly what I feel is a slap in the
face to a very fine college hockey
team."
The decision came by a 3-1 vote
from the committee, which consisted of John Matcbefts, hockey
coach at the Air Force Academy;
John Giordano, hockey coach at
Michigan; Fern Flaman, hockey
coach at Northeastern; and John
Simpson, director of athletics at
Boston University.
Three of those men sat on the
committee because the regular
committee members had to remove themselves because their
teams were in contention for a bid.
Those members were York, William Cleary (coach of Harvard),
and Ralph Ramano (coach of Minnesota-Duluth).
See HOCKEY, page six

OPEC agrees
to cut prices,
production
LONDON (AP) - The OPEC oil
cartel, staggered by the threat of a
global price war, announced
agreement yesterday to cut its prices
nearly 15 percent and to limit each
member's oil production.
The $5 reduction in the base price of
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries - to $29 a barrel may shave a few cents off the price of
a gallon of gasoline in oil-importing
countries, analysts believe.
But if the agreement succeeds in
drying up the world oil glut, gasoline
prices may stop falling and could
begin rising later this year.
Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani, Saudi
Arabia's oil minister, predicted that
within two weeks, oil prices' 'will firm
up and start increasing."
Yamani and other oil ministers said
they believed the agreement was a
significant turning point for the 1 itmember group, whose influence on
prices has been eroded by conservation and new oil discoveries in nonOPEC countries that have cut the
cartel's share to less than half the
Western market.
"I have a strong feeling that this
will really work out, and OPEC will be
in the driver's seat," Yamani said.
Oil industry circles in the Middle
East, however, were skeptical.
With oil selling on the spot market
for about $1.50 less than the new
OPEC base price, some analysts believe oil-exporting countries will remain under pressure to cut prices
further.
The success of the accord may
hinge on whether or how much nonOPEC Britain reduces the price of its
North Sea oil, which it cut last month
to $30.50 a barrel, $3.50 less than the
OPEC base.
See OPEC, page three

Trustees increase room and board fees
»;•

by Tom Augello
reporter

A 6.4 percent increase in room and
board fees for the 1983-84 school year
was unanimously approved by the
University Board of Trustees Friday.
This represents an increase of $112
over the current level of $1,756
William Spengler, spokesman for
the board's finance committee, said
bis committee was satisfied the increase was necessary after having
reviewed the residence and dining
hall budgets.

"It is important to realize that the
proposed charges for 1983 and 1984
tall below the 1982-83 charges at every
other Mid-American Conference university except Ball State University,"
Spengler said.

"In other words the charges that we
are proposing still compare very favorably with the charges currently
being billed at other universities."
The board also unanimously approved changes in the Student Code,
giving President Dr. Paul Olscamp
the power to suspend a student when

be "determines that summary suspension is necessary to preserve the
good order and discipline of the University."
THESE STUDENT code changes
were only a small portion of the
changes first proposed! by the administration. The early proposals included extension of the University's
disciplinary jurisdiction to include
student behavior off campus.
This extension of jurisdiction was
met with strong opposition by several

student organizations, and was left try not to make the same mistake
out of the changes approved by the twice so far as involvement of the
board Friday. A committee consisting appropriate breadth of organizations
of representatives from various in the revisions of the code."
groups in the University community
was then set up to review the entire
OLSCAMP SAID the specific
code for further changes.
changes approved by the board Friday satisfied the need he felt to be
"I agree... that the base of in- able to act swiftly with summary
volvement in revisions to the code has suspension.
been insufficient," Olscamp said.
Karen Aldred, president of Grad"And that is why we agreed to put
together this committee to study the uate Student Senate, and Everett Galwhole thing.
lagher, president of Undergraduate
"I apologize to the students and will Student Government, both offered

Volunteer firefighters from northwest Ohio commuted to the University
for classes in specialized fields of firefighting last weekend. Classes, which
ranged from handling hazardous chemicals to rescue techniques and farm
emergencies, were held in the Union, Math Science and Life Science
buildings. The firefighters make annual visits to the University for training

by Erin Esmont
staff reporter

Approximately 3.2 million gallons
of water pour through the city's water
system daily.
According to Bowling Green Mayor
Bruce Bellard, the city is facing a
potential water shortage if improvements are not made to the present system.
Although the city has enough water
to meet its immediate needs, Bellard
is worried about the long term effects.
He cited a decrease in the amount of
water supplied worldwide as one of
the reasons for a possible shortage.
"There are a lot of people that rely
on us to get water through the
pumps," he said, "and the capacity in
these tanks is enough to last about one
day."

Bells to ring in city's Founder's Day
Bells and chimes throughout the city, including the University's carillon,
wiD ring tomorrow at precisely 12:01 p.m. to celebrate Founder's Day.
According to Joan Gordon, sesquicentennial chairman, March 16, 1833
was the day laborer Elisna Martindale, Maumee, began work on a cabin
situated on 40 acres of land he had purchased. He and his family are noted as
the first settlers of the town.
President Ronald Reagan has sent his warm congratulations in honor of
Bowling Green's 150th birthday, Gordon said.
"The spirit which has built and sustained your community reflects the
energy which has forged America into a land of wonder," Reagan said in a
letter sent to the sesquicentennial committee. "Further, it stands as an
example of the blessings of liberty and freedom to those around the world."
Tomorrow's ringing will begin a series of events in honor of the the city's
tftquifrnt*""!"! celebration.

Seventh car stolen from campus lot
A 1978 Camaro was reported stolen Sunday from Lot D, the faculty and
staff parking lot on the east side of Rodgers Quadrangle, according to
William Bess, director of Campus Safety and Security.
This vehicle is the seventh car stolen from campus this year, according to
Campus Safety and Security records.
Bess said anyone having information regardlngthe series of auto thefts
should contact Campus Safety and Security at 372-2346. During daytime
hours, ask for Sergeant Bratt.
He added if the person wishes to remain anonymous, he can call Crime
Stoppers at 353-0077.

Weather
Inside ,
-The Bowling Green Basketball

team received a bid to the National
Invitational Tournament. See page eight
±
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"We are glad to see the University
has finally agreed that it isn't in the
best interest of the student body to
increase their jurisdiction off-campus
to cover items like misdemeanors,"
Gallagher said.
"We believe as we said before that
it is good for the University to be able
to deal quickly with summary suspension with students who may pose a
threat to themselves or others."

Water supply system
needs improvements

Area firefighters learn specialization

Partly cloudy today with a high in the low 50s. Clearing tonight with a low
reaching the low 20s.

their organization's approval of the
code changes.

BG Mews photo/Jerry Cattaneo
Bowling Green coach John Welnert (left) and Keith Taylor display their
frustration after last Saturday's Mid-American Conference championship
game In which Ohio University upset the Falcons, 59-56, to advance to the NCAA
tournament. As a result. BG will go the National Invitational Tournament.

THE MAIN supply of water is the
Maumee River, be said, adding that
water is pumped into the city through
a 20 inch main line that is 26 years oW.
"We also supply water to other
towns through the same lines," he
said. The cities that pay to use the
dry's water lines are Portage, Haskins and Miltonville, he said.
In addition to the main line, he said,
water is obtained from private
sources such as wells.
The University, which is the largest
consumer of water in the city, also
has wells to provide water for soil
because the untreated water is not
drinkable, he said.
THE CITY has begun looking into
three alternate water supplies in an
effort to offset a potential shortage, he
said.
"We are looking at another 28 inch
line," be said. "The city would then

have two water lines coming from the
same source."
Bellard added that a study has
already been completed on the cost of
the proposed project. The estimated
$10 million price tag has been responsible for the postponement of this
project, he said.
The second alternative would be to
build an additional storage area that
would store water, Bellard said.
The city currently has two storage
areas that hold 500,000 gallons of
water each, yet he added that "they
cannot both be filled at the same time
since the pumps are only so big."
THE LAST alternative would be to
the now privately-owned Portage
Quarry would create an entire new
water system for the city, he said.
Converting the quarry into a useable back-up water system would be a
costly venture "requiring a minimal
treatment facility to treat the water
plus pumps to help draw the water,"
he said, adding that the quality of the
water would not be as good.
"The quarry is a spring-fed system," he said, adding that it refills
itself about every three months.
Bellard said the city could purchase
the quarry at a price established by
the courts for the "general health and
safety of the general public."
On Feb. 22, City Council commissioned the Toledo-based firm of Fink
belner. Pettis and Stout, Ltd., to do an
overall study of Bowling Green's water problems and to recommend the
best alternatives, Bellard said.
"The long-term planning for the
city has to be done. It will take time. If
we cannot afford it - we might just
have to postpone it, yet it is definitely
something that will need to be done,"
he said.
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Drunken drivers will
now face jail terms
Ohio drivers are going to need more than Irish luck after
Wednesday when the new drinking law takes effect.
Under the existing state law, a person is presumed drunk if
their alcoholic blood content measures above .10 percent on
an intoxilyzer test - a test which uses air from the lungs to
determine percentage of alcohol in the blood. The new law
states a person is guilty of being drunk if their test measures
Above .10 percent.
Other aspects of the law include a mandatory three day jail
ce which judges will be prohibited from suspending,
sed penalties for repeat offenders and arresting offlwill now have the right to automatically seize drunken
;rs' licenses. Also, any person refusing to take a breath
will automatically have their license suspended for one
new law will be one of the nation's toughest drinking
i, a law many offenders will find unfair. But bow fair is
killed by a drunk driver?
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, a person whose alcohol content measures .10
percent is six to seven times more likely to have an accident
than a person with no alcohol in his body. An alcohol content
of .15 percent increases the chances of an accident 25 times.
The more than 25,000 deaths nationwide due to drunk drivers
last year bear testimony to the accuracy of these statistics.
Drinking while driving has become a socially accepted
form of murder. Every time an individual who has been
drinking drives, he or she is risking their own life as well as
the lives of other motorists on the road.
The state deserves to be commended for its insight and
courage to stiffen the penalties which might initially irritate
some of us, but benefit society as a whole. We hope all local
ordinances will comply with this new law and continue to
provide Ohio with the safest roads possible.
We encourage all drivers to realize the risks and penalties
of drinking while driving. Relying on luck could be a kiss of
death.

Snub from NCAA Committee
should be answered with mail
I sat Sunday afternoon contemplating a column I was going to write in
criticism of the classless performance by the Michigan State hockey
team, last Saturday night, in Detroit's
Joe Louis Arena.

COMMENTARY
by Tracy Collins
But all that bickering was completely overshadowed by a more heinous showing of stupidity which came
to light later Sunday night - the snubbing of the Falcons by the NCAA
selection committee.
MONDAY, I FOUND out the harsh
realities of the decision - backstabbing by the athletic director of Boston
University and a lack of backbone
from a Northeastern coach, who was
talked out of his vote by the man from
BU.
The only explanation I received that
made sense was that the Eastern
teams were simply afraid of an allWestern final. The Falcons were statistically a better team than any the
East had to offer. So are the Spartans.
So two Eastern coaches voted in Minneaota-Duluth - an obviously inferior
product. A further slap in the face
came when MSU was seeded fourth in
the West, and will now have to play
the top team in the East - Harvard.
That gives the East an even better
chance to get two teams to the final
four in Grand Forks, North Dakota.
Before I heard of the voting, I had
f^mrtwrf the failure to get a bid was to
be blamed on the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association, since they have
always claimed that their league is
superior to the CCHA. The fact of the
matter is that the two top coaches in
the WCHA - Gino Gasparini of North
Dakota and Brad Buetow of Minnesota - were outraged at the failure of
BGtogetabid.
BUETOW SAID IT best, when he
told the Associated Press: "If I were
Bowling Green I'd be furious. They
proved they were the best in the
CCHA over the season. Does it mean
you play five months and it's nothThat seems to be the case for BG.
The Falcons assumed they would
hare to travel East this weekend, but
now they will not even get a chance to
prove themselves on the ice. What I
heard moat from players and coaches
alike Monday at the Ice Arena were
five simple words, mumbled disbelief: "I cant believe it's over."
"It hit us like a lightning bolt," BG
coach Jerry York said. "It was Just a
stunning blow to us. We never thought
it was in doubt We had a tremendous
season, from October to March.
"We've had more than 15 coaches

call us from all over the country, and
they generally said, 'What could have
been a national championship team
will not even get to play in the national championships.' In the long
run, we will have suffered, but college
hockey may benefit."
WELL, COLLEGE HOCKEY won't
benefit unless there is enough public
outcry to prevent such an injustice
from repeating itself. The players are
right; the coaches are right; the season is over. But it's not over for the
three coaches who deprived the 20
individuals who make up BG's hockey
team of their rightful place in the
NCAA tournament.
It is up to the public to try to bring
about a change in the selection procedure of the NCAA, and to bring about
some justifiable harassment to those
who played politics over performance.
I urge all interested parties whether you care about hockey or not
- to write to these people:
Dennis L. Poop*
Assistant Director of Championships
Nail Ave. at 63rd St.
P.O. Box 1906
Mission, Kansas 66201
John Matcbefts, hockey coach
USAF Academy
USAF Academy, Colo. 80840
Fern Flaman, hockey coach
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02115
John Simpson, director of athletics
Boston University
285 Babcock St.
Boston, Mass. 02215
And. if you really want to get involved, please send a letter of thanks
for the support of John Giordano,
hockey coach, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48109.
Nothing we can do will bring back
the season given to us by that hockey
team. It was a season I personally will
never forget. It was a group of players
I will never forget. And the names
John Simpson, Fern Flaman and John
Matchefts are names I will never
forget.
They deserve to bear from us, and if
things work out well, they will never
be able to forget the names of those
they shafted: Jerry York, Buddy
Powers, Terry Flanagan, Brian Hills,
Barry Mills, Mike David, Kim Collins,
John Samanski, Peter Wilson, Dan
Kane, Perry Braun, George Rod, Tim
Hack, Dave O'Brian. Jamie Wansbrough, Gino Cavallinl, Dave Randerson, Mike Pikul, Wayne Wilson,
Garry Galley, Dave Ellett, Wayne
Collins, Kerry Kennedy, John Fish,
Scott Byslma, Don Woods, Bill Jones,
and Larry Olevitch, Just to name the
main cast.

Germans did not endorse missiles
American diplomacy won less than
a sweeping victory with the triumph
of Chancellor Helmut Kohl in the
German elections on Sunday. For the

COMMENTARY
by Joseph Kraft
Kohl government, while basically
more friendly to Washington, will be
Just as pushy as the Social Democratic opposition in urging the Reagan administration to compromise
with the Russians on the issue of
nuclear weapons in Europe. So unless
the administration can get off that
European book, there will be continuing risk of a falling apart in the
Atlantic alliance.
The Euromissile problem looks, at
first blush, like Just another Item on
the arms control agenda. The Russians have targeted some 250 intermediate-range nuclear weapons - the SS20s - on western Europe. NATO has
replied with a proposal to deploy in
Western Europe, by the end of this
year, 572 American Pershing U and
cruise missiles capable of bitting So-

In the election campaign here the
Social Democrats hailed the Soviet
offer as a step forward that might
make all further deployment unnecessary. They called on the VS. to match
it by coming off the zero option with a
counterproposal. Chancellor Kohl
stood by the commitment to deploy if
mere were no better offer. But he
hinted that after the elections be
would make a major new effort to
reach an accord with the Russians.
The vote Sunday gave the Socialists
only 38 percent of the vote. A more
radically antinuclear party, the
Greens, entered the Bundestag with a
little more than 5 percent of the vote.
So there was only a minority against
deployment.
But the Greens have already indicated they will fight any deployment
of Pershing n and cruise ")liwilfw
with demonstrations on the sites. At
least some Socialists seem ready to
Join them in that kind of opposition.
As Karsten Voigt, a Socialist member
of the Bundestag who specializes in
security issues, put it:
"In office under Schmidt we had to
compromise with the Americans.

that Euromissile talks are essentially
a loser for the U.S. Any Russian
Interest in coming to terms pales
before the temptation to provoke bad
blood betweenthe U.S. and the allies.
The American Interest, in these
conditions, is to move the focus from
Euromiasiles, where the Russians can
divide the allies, to talks on intercontinental, or strategic, weapons, where
the American lead gives Moscow an
incentive to compromise. In arranging for such a transition, the U.S. can
dangle before the Russians both a
stick and a carrot
The stick is the threat that unless
Moscow quickly comes to terms on
some Una of Euromissile accord,
there could eventually be, with Kohl
in power, full deployment of cruise
and Pershing missiles. The carrot is
the prospect that a move from the
minefield of Euromiasiles to the solid
ground of strategic weapons could be
arranged at the summit in a meeting
between Ronal Reagan and Yuri Andropov.

Now there is no such need. For the
Qrst time in 20 years. Social Democrats can oppose the U.S. on a major
security issue."
The prospect of such confrontation
Is not welcome to the Kohl government. While the chancellor has the
majority necessary to force deployment, he will take such a step only
after further talks in Geneva prove
that no deal can be struck. His national security adviser, Horst Teltschick, along with foreign ministry and
defense officials, has already begun
working op proposals for giving new
hnpiiii to the Euromissile talks.
The Kohl government wants the
VS. to make a "new initiative" on top
of the zero option. Officials here talk
of offering to deploy only some 75 to
190 cruise and Pershing II missiles, if
the Russians come down to the same
number of SS-20s.
The Reagan administration cannot
respond with unconfined joy to proposals for still more concessions to the
Communists. But that Kohl comes up
with almost exactly the same approach as the Social Democrats
should tach a lesson. The lesson is

Joseph Kraft is a columnist lor the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

In fact, political tensions among the
NATO allies figure far more than
straight arms control in the Euromissle problem. An American response to the Russian deployment
was first urged back in 1977 by Helmut Schmidt, the Social Democratic
chancellor who stepped down last falL
After Schmidt's original appeal, there
swept all over Europe, but especially
Germany, a wave of antinuclear sentiment. When the U.S., in 1979, offered
to deploy the new Pershing and cruise
missiles, the allies attached a condition. Deployment would take place
only if U.S. negotiations with Russia
failed to reach an accord limiting
Euromiasiles on both sides.
The Russians, since it would involve
scrapping weapons already in place,
had almost no interest in reaching
such an agreement. It was far easier
for them to throw out hints of compromise, in the hope of splitting the U.S.
and its allies.
One round of such skirmishing at
Big Two Euromissile talks in Geneva
preceded the German elections. The
U.S. offered the zero proposal,
whereby American deployment would
be cancelled altogether if the Russians dismantled ail their SS-20s. The
Russians came back with an offer
that would exclude new U.S. nuclear
weapons already deployed by France
and Britain-126.
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The Leghold Trap Issue...
Pro...
Concerning the letter of March 8,
1983, on the "deadliness" of leghold
traps. I feel it is necessary to point out
the obvious attempt by the author to
play on the emotions of the readers of
the BG News. I assume that his reaction was prompted by the recent article on the BG student who traps. The
author of the letter has a basic misconception of what really constitutes
a leghold trap as used in Ohio.
The photograph that accompanied
the recent article showed the student
trapping muskrats. When trapping
muskrats, the leghold trap most commonly used is a #1 Victor or a #1 of
some other brand. This trap is definitely not enough to cause "blood
leaking from your ankle in alarming
amounts" as the author so dramatically described. For one thing, the
trap has a diameter of 4-5 inches,
therefore it is unlikely that a person
could get the front of his foot in it. let
alone his "leg."
In addition, the spring on a muskrat
trap is such that something as relatively fragile as a person's finger can
be stuck in it, and the trap will not cut
(it has no teeth, or sharp edges) nor
will it break the finger. Bruises to the
finger are slight or nill.
Indeed, this was the deomonstration that my brother and I used to
campaign against Issue 12 (a proposed ban on leghold traps that was
on the Ohio ballot a few years ago).
This issue was put on the ballot by
people Just as misinformed as the
writer of the article in question. Finally, knowing what kind of animal a
muskrat is, I suggest that if the author and his "friends" are walking in
place that a muskrat would Inhabit,
that either he has weird friends, or
should avoid "strolls" on the undersides of riverbanks and pond shorelines.
,
*^
There are. of course, traps with
stronger springs. These are used to
trap fas, raccoon, and other large
animals and have two to two and half
time the strength of a muskrat trap,
but certainly not sufficient strength or
Jaw spread to "mangle" or even Injure seriously a "leg, hand, or any
extremity you have/' The author of
the letter proposes banning all leghold
traps because they are dangerous to
humans (which I have already commented upon), and other animals
such as "dogs, cats, and horses." The
idea of horses being caught in leghold

traps is so ridiculous I shall not give
worth to this fallacy by debating it
here. Yet, banning leghold traps woud
necessitate the use of quick-kill traps
by Conservationists as well as the
trapping public. What the author
should ask himself is whether he
would want his dog or cat to have a
sore (or possibly broken) foot or if he
would rather have his pet dead.
Sensationalized emotional appeals
to ban leghod traps are of little factual
substance, as demonstrated by the
article of March 8. Such appeals draw
needed attention away from the real
problems of trapping, which arise
when irresponsible persons see it
merely as a way to earn a fast dollar.
Proper enforcement of trapping regulations and mandatory education
classes for trappers (measure already in place) wfil help to limit these
abuses. Trapping, when properly carled out is both a necessary and humane conservation practice as well as
an enjoyable pastime for the responsible sportsman.
Todd Marshall
320 Rodger*

. Concerning the article on "Leghold
Traps are Deadly to Animals, Humans." I have been trapping fewseven years and have gone through
this once before. In November of 1979
Issue 2 was put on the Ohio ballet to
ban leghold traps. Ohio voters destroyed the Issue by more than 76
percent
Mr. Watson, when I first read your
article I had to sit down and laugh.
Any knowledgable sportsman who
read your article knew right away
that you know little about trapping.
First of all, it is close to impossible
for a human to step in a trap. If Mr.
Watson knew when trapping season

exists, he would know right away that
a person would not be walking along
in sunny weather. Trapping season
runs from the 15th of November to the
15th of January. Not very sunny
weather now, is It?
The next step the state of Ohio took
to protect poor helpless people like
Mr. Watson was to set size regulation
of the leghold traps. The biggest land
trap allowed is the number two coll
spring. The trap has a 2" radius which
is much too small for a human to step
in. Also, the state does not allow traps
of any kind to be set along any path or
trail. This keeps most domestic animals as well as many humans out of
traps.
To respond to your statement that
traps mangle, if you were to examine
leghold traps, you would find no teeth
on the Jaws. What does exist is a
smooth, flat surface that simply holds
the animal. It doesn't kill. The human
kills.
In the last seven years I have had
the misfortune to catch two domestic
animals. One was the farmer's dog.
who let me trap on his land. I released
the dog and told the landowner about
it. He checked the dog and found the
dog was fine. The other animal was a
stray cat that was also released unharmed. The majority of domestic
animals are caught by inexperienced
trappers. The state has also reduced
the problem by making new trappers
take a trapping safety course before
they are able to purchase a trapping
license.
Trapping is not a major problem in
today's society. My advice to you, Mr.
Watson, Is "let sleeping dogs lie," or
let someone else with a little more
knowledge handle the subject matter.
Why don t you start a new movement
on the banning of flyswatters that kill

Jasper
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millions of defenseless little house
files, and mangles the rear ends of
many of America's youth every year?
Vic C.l.i
319 Compton

Con. • •
This is in response to the senseless
article entitled, "Trapper Gets In
Touch With Nature." (March 1,1983).
I find it ironic that the B.G. News
would waste a quarter of page of their
newspaper on the most cruel and
inhumane way of "murdering" wildlife. I feel it is ironic because within
this same school year the B.G. News
came out in support of animal rights.
The article pictures the individual
preparing ana setting a steel jaw
leghold trap - the most brutal and
barbaric contraption ever invented
for the "sport" of hunting and trapping. How can one call the torture and
mutilation of an innocent animal a
"sport," "hobby," or "a way to break
up school pressures in winter?"
As a member of Students For Animals, an organization on campus dedicated to the support and protection of
animal rights, I often hear the rationalization by hunters and trappers
that they participate in this activity
for the profit aspect of it only. This
was not even an Important issue with
regard to the article. I then ask what
is the purpose and why? Trapping is
far from a way of "getting in touch"
with nature; however, it is a wonderful way of destroying it!
Keep in mind. I am not attacking
the Lndivdual whom the article was
centered on, he is as misguided as the
rest; rather, I am commenting on
those "sportsmen" who receive enjoyment from "licensed" murder!
Judy Bodenlwmw
OCMB0480

by Bates and Moore
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Rec Center attempts to meet costs
£

by Ada Spyker
reporter

In the midst of rising operating
costs and a significant drop in student
enrollment, the Student Recreation
Center staff is attempting to raise
enough revenue to maintain the facility without increasing student fees
dramatically, according to Dr. Terry
Parsons, director of the Rec Center.
"We had to make substantial cutbacks," Parsons said. "We have attempted to make cuts that the
students would not notice."
These cuts include employee reduction, a new water treatment system to
cutback chlorine usage, and a cutback on the number of nours in operation when the fewest number of
students occupy the building.

COLLEGE STUDENT?

Originally, a fee of $48 was to be
charged beginning with the fall of
1982, but due to an award of $3.1
million in July of 1982 by the Ohio
Board of Regents (based on the use of

"We would like to make that 100
percent," Parsons added.

UNEMPLOYED?

One week all expense paid
trip to the Caribbean.
Cruise on a private yacht!

Learn the easiest way in
the world to make money,
right where you are, fast!

The students fee for use of the Rec
Center is $39 a semester (two-thirds of
which goes to pay off the bonds used
to create the facility and the remaining amount goes for operating costs),
taken from the general fees which all
students are required to pay. This
figure has not changed much since
Jan. 4,1979, when the facility opened
with a student fee of $29.

ONE ALTERNATIVE to resident
membership is the enrollment of faculty and staff as members, but only
about 25 percent of them possess a
membership.

WIN!! FREE TRIP!! WIN!!

*V»*

Staff and faculty can become members for one year for a fee of only $13 a
month, which can be automatically
removed from their paychecks.

The idea of recruiting local residents to obtain memberships to the
center does not appear to be a likely
solution. Parsons said.
"That is an awkward public relations problem for us," be said."There
is a very cautious concern here that
we will never overrun the building
with non-students."
"We are trying to protect the students' rights and keep the students
the number one priority for usage."

MBSA

Minority

Buatnaaa

**«*»

BASH
RIPROCK'S
128 W. Wooster

The methods by which funds have
been replenished consist of guest
passes, outside group rentals (which
must be approved oy the center's
Student Advisory Council), Pro Shop,
vending machines, classes, video
games, YMCA swim meets and other
special programs.
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"WUn IT LIKE FOR BUCKS IK BU5IKE5ST
FIVE REPRESENTATIVES FROM
DIFFERENT CORPORTATIONS
RS ADMISSION - OKI TO ALL
TUESDAY MARCH 15.1983
113 B» AT 7:15

tlndargraduaio Student. Gceinmim

354-3939

nave been reFour male students have
ferred to Standards and Procedures
on charges of criminal endangering,
after leaving tunnel hatches open to
the underground tunnel between
Prout and Haves Halls early Saturday
morning, William Bess, director of
Campus Safety and Security, said
yesterday.

the Rec Center as an instructional
facility) the University was able to
keep the cost down, according to
Parsons.
"Fifteen percent of our operating
budget comes from the fact that
classes are taught here," be said.
"The amount students pay only fulfills 1/2 of the costs.
Criminal endangering is a second
"Our expectation of income we gen- degree misdemeanor involving
erate ourselves (Rec Center direc- "causing or creating a substantial
tors) is $ 270,000 (per year)."

Opec

.from page one

There was no immediate reaction
from Mexico, another major nonOPEC producer. But the Mexicans for
years nave used OPEC guidelines in
pricing their oil and are expected to
announce a cut in their current price
of $32.50 a barrel.
OPEC's first agreement to cut
C'ces and adhere to production quowas worked out in a string of
intense and grueling negotiations in
London's Intercontinental Hotel.
Besides dropping the benchmark
price - based on Saudi Arabian light

*f.

U
risk of serious physical harm to the
property of another," Bess added.
The students were charged with
criminal endangering because someone could have fallen into the tunnel
and received serious physical injury,
Bess said.
He added they were just "goofing
off" in the tunnel which holds pipes
for steam release and telephone and
electrical wiring, Rollie Engler, director of plant operations and maintenance, said.

crude - to $29, the cartel set an overall
production limit of 17.5 million barrels a day.
The ceiling is about 4 million barrels a day above current estimated
OPEC production. Yamani said it was
an average for the rest of 1983, and he
expects production to increase gradually over the next few months.
The Saudis refused to accept a set
quota, but Yamani said they would be
the "swing producer," meaning they
would cut or raise output to meet
changes in demand.
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CALL US NOW

'3RD ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM

Send $2.00 (cost of printins and mailing) for full
information. M B Company
Box 486, Walsh, CO 81090
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352-0717

ELECTIONS" ARE
COMING SOON...
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"Home of the Bashed Potato"

AT BASH'S YOU
ALWAYS GET MORE

am «~* a *■» a.*****.** ma
•65-0873

Petitions are now available
for President, Vice President and
At-Large Seats.

Featuring —
Eggs and omelets, sourdough

Pick up your petition at 405 Student Service*
Petitions will be due April 5th

—„ ... FREE— —
12 oz. SOFT DRINK

hotcakes and f ranch toast. 1 5 quality^
sandwiches on our own sourdough
buns, homemade soups and a

i
Bowling Green Slate University
Student Publications

COKE-TAB-SPRITE-MELLOW YELLOW

with any sub.mexican specialty
or bashed potato
Valid 3/15/83-3/20/83
Limit one per customer

1

salad bar. bear avid wines, spuds
and veggies, a variety of dinners.
sourdough desserts and
homemade ice cream

Good lo* .« rft. carry out or dctvary
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is now accepting applications for

•KEY EDITOR
•OBSIDIAN EDITOR

OPEN DAILY AT 11 AM
DELIVERY SERVICE BEGINNING
AT 5 WEEKDAYS AND NOON
WEEKENDS

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983
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Why mess with $5 home
coloring when we'll do
better for only $9.95 !

Applications available: 106 University Hall
Deadline: Wednesday, March 16, 5p.m.

Preferred Properties Co.

iigj St. - Rental Office Phone 352-9378
B35 Hiflh
Eocaled at Mew Cherrywood Health Spa _
Apartment Complaxas
9.00 ■ 4:30 Monday • Friday
Haven House- '535/mo.
Piedmont-8th & High St.- '375/mo.

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTSl
adjacent to Dexters, Dorsey Drugs & Sterling Groceries

Apts. for 2-3-4 Persons
9 or 12 month leases

Birchwood Ploce-650 Sixth St.- '400/mo
Meodowlork-818 Seventh St - '400/mo
707 Sixth SI - '400/mo.
Smoll Bldqs -Monville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo.

HOUSES
Featuraa:
2 bedroom ■ carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
Ivkbath
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished
CaWevision available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays

MEADOW VIEW: 214 Napoleon R. 352-1195
1
1
2
2

Bedroom Furnished
$270/mo AD utaoas paid
Bedroom Unfurnished
$250/mo
Bedroom Furnished
$285/mo tenant pays electric
Bedroom Unfurnished
$265/mo
* "v***

Summer Rate - $475 - entire summer session

At SYSTEM SEVEN salons!

352-9302

Why bother with musty home) hair coloring that takes
time... ruins towels... and sometimes go awry... whan
wa'H professionally color your haw for lust $8,961

ALL PREFERRED PROPERTIES RENTALS INCLUDE
MEMBERSHIP TO CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA.
Compl.t. foclllttM for m«n and womwi
•HyoVo-Spo Whirlpool
'Indoor Hootod Pool
•Molot Souno
"Sun Lome*
•Show MoMogo
-Nowl, SulH
•Comploto Eicon:**. Equipment
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA
"ProlMitooolly qualified Instructor, and itoH
•Oul.ld. rocrootlon
nn-, D.-..I. '
Houno./«od.bor
""iSlJS!!!'". ..

House*, elUctanclea; 1 txfrm.
Furnished a Unfurnished

352-7365

evenings

It the do-it-yourself hassle 4 uncertaaity raaWy
worth It? For fust a taw doamrs more, your haw can
be safety colored by a traarad chemical rachnlcmnl

CARTY RENTALS
Houses - Apartments - Rooms
All Near Campus
Special Summer Rates
$375 entire summer session

At SYSTEM SEVEN, wa offer 3 different parmanant
color services suitable for moat paopla, a* of which
grow out gracefully (Solarizing- LumkUzIng- or rtghHghtlng) - tor only $9.95 apmcel (Mora tnvohtad color
procedures are alto avaMabta at higher costsj
Cat us for an appointment TOOAYI Gat yoursarf ready
for Spring with an exciting now color hakstyla!
(♦ 88.85 price lor coloring aervlce only.
Haircut and/or atyllng not Included.
Small additional charge tor long hair.)

PfioiSWi-Tlfe"

Efficiency-Furnished
$225/mo All uMitiee paid
Unfurnished $200/mo separata bedroom

KAinSfa

(formerly Command Performance)

system severY

BUCKEYE BUDGET MOTOR INN|

W

Efficiency Apartments
$240 a month includes
all utilities and TV and cable
SHORT or LONG TERM LEASES
352-1520

352-9302

THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE

Houra: 10 lo a Mon-Frl, 8 to 7 Sat. 12 to 8 Sunday.
Appointment, available lor perme • coloring.
Satana located ■Mil Command Perrortnance ueod *> be.
North Towne Sqj 470-7848
WootfvBto Mai 440-4888
frank*. Par* Mai 472-6634 Bowing Oreen 362-4614.,

Special Limited Time Offer!
Each coloring service prior to 4/1 /83 will
receive coupon for $2.00 discount on next
color service in that SYSTEM SEVEN salon.

352-7365
Ma

■M"
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Philanthropies aid charities
by Michelle Maulorlco
fe rt

P° ffl

Philanthropies make up
» side of creek life that
sometime* u overlooked in
lien of teas, date parties,
formals and rushes.
Each sorority and fraternity holds mandatory fund-

raisers throughout the
-year, and offers time to
help charitable organizations.
Wood County Nursing
Home, Saint Anthony's
Villa and Woodlane Hospital are a few places greek
volunteers spend their
time.
Beth Burand, president

of Panhellenic Council,
■aid sororities and fraternities are sometimes misunderstood because people
do not see the charitable
tasks they do.
"We are a service to the
community and campus
and this is important for
others to realize," she
said.

COLLEGE MGHTT*****j
♦
♦
♦

T«U«E«S*D«A*Y
ADULTS $199
A Chopped Steak or Filet of Fish Dinner with Baked Potato,
Warm Rolf with Butter and Our All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar, or...
En|oy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just $2.49.

CHILDREN .99

♦
♦
♦

Bob Skowronek, president of Interfraternity
Council, agrees with Burand and said, "We are very
people oriented and try to
give to those who are not as
fortunate as we may be."
THE MORE popular
events held are the Beta
500, Florida Fling, Sig Ep
Mod Tug, Phi Kappa Tau
Basketball Marathon and
the Theta Chi Ox Roast.
The American Heart Association, Children's Resource Center in Bowling
Green and Saint Jude's
Children Home are a few
organizations to benefit
from these events.
Skowronek said supporting a certain chantv is
based on tradition from
previous years, national
affiliation with a chapter,
or a fraternity or sorority
decides they want to support a local organization.
"The events are fun for
everyone and it is better

Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Potato
and Pudding or Gelatin.

than going door to door for
donations," Burand said.
There is healthy competition among the fraternities and sororities to bold
the best philanthropy, but
each house supports the
whole, she said. A community serice award is given
each year to the one that
does sponsor the most successful philanthropy,
Skowronek said.
Overall, he added, the
greek system was in the
top 10 to 20 percent in the
country last year for having the highest philanthropy success.
Letters, plaques and
other forms of gratification are usually given from
an organization when a
donation is made, Burand
said.
Last year the greek system donated about $10,000
to various organizations,
Skowroneki

photo by/Phil Maaturzo
Scott Kealy. sophomore construction technology major from Westlake, Ohio, won
the overall competition Saturday at the first annual Mr. BGSCJ physique contest. Ten
men entered the competition held In West Hall. The five finalists Included Tom
Stutz. Dan Klefer, John Adgate, Terry Brannlgan, Chris Green and Healy.
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GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY!

O

on* coupon par purchase
I44S E. Woouct Si.
Behind Findcr'i Hut
Hours M-F 8-9 Sat a Son. 9-0
PTMOU m» coupon
3641001
Expires

o

3/19/83

Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels <°

Auditions: April 4 & 6, 8:30 pm-ll:30pm
Faculty Lounge, Union
J
Performers should sign up for a 10-15 minute
£
audition in the UAO office, Call 2-2343 for more information J

* *********************w**w*w******wik www**************************

IDexter'i

EAT IN
CARRYOUT
IN A HURRY?

510 E. WOOSTER AVE.
Phone: 352-4497
352-9814

^

Try Our Drive-Thru
Fast, Friendly Service
Sub Delivery .25 charge
2 «ub» minimum

DELIVERY SPECIAL

PEOPLE OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT

250 off!
EVERY SUB

WHY DOESN'T DELBERT LATTA LISTEN TO
THE PEOPLE FROM HIS DISTRICT ON
NUCLEAR FREEZE ?

Good Sunday thru Wednesday

Delivery starts at 4pm

352-4497
Oi Mirct Itfe sixteen members ol Congressmen Delbert Mil's home
district traveled ti Washington D.C. and presented kin with
■enlrrtj il petitions asking Mm to support the Nuclear Freeze
Resolution which will be voted on tils week. Mevertheless. is
Us refused to endorse tils call lor an immediate, verifiable.
bilateral lilt to tie testing, production, and deployment il
ill nuclear warheads and delivery systems T

AtV

X?
People Of The Fifth District...

352-9814

pookstore

The Sale of

Champion

If you want this massive build up of
Nuclear Weapons stopped NOW!

20%

Tuesday. Wednesday, and Thursday only

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

DO IT BY WEDNESDAY MARCH 16. 1983.
If yon want more information on'how to atop the spread of
Nuclear Weapons write: The Northwest Ohio Nuclear Freeze Campaign
P.O. Box 12464
Toledo, Ohio 43606

Open Monday-Friday 8-5, Saturday 9-5

j

r
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marked price

on all clothing!

Telephone Congressman Latta in Washington
(202) 225-6405 or at his Bowling Green
Office (419) 353-8871. Send a telegram to
him at House Office Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20515

§
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Buy TWO Brownies o
f
Get ONE FREE

Stop by our information table in
Mosley Hall Monday March 14
from 9:00 am • 3:00 pm

FOR LOCAL TALENT PROGRAM
April 15 & 16

*

JACK'S
BAKERY

You May Be Eligible for Membership
in

PIZZA
DRIVER!
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Martial law date remembered
WARSAW, Poland (AP)
- More than 1,000 Solidarity supporters demonstrated in Gdansk
yesterday for the second
successive day but labor
leader Lech Walesa stayed
away, saying he feared a
"provocation."
A crowd of 900 to 400
assembled at the Martyred
Workers' Monument outside the Lenin Shipyard in
the Baltic port shortly before the afternoon shift
change. They sang patriotic songs and apparently
their ranks were swelled
by workers as they left the
shipyard.
When police ordered
them to disperse, the demonstrators jeered but
moved down the street toward the train station 500
yards away.

Shouting "Solidarity"
and "Gestapo" at helmeted riot police, the
crowd grew to between 1,000 and 1,500 as it approached the station,
witnesses said. Then
homeward-bound workers
began mixing with the
demonstrators, and the
crowd had dispersed by
3:15 p.m., Just over an hour
after the nucleus gathered
at the monument to slain
workers.
ON SUNDAY, the
monthly anniversary of the
proclamation of martial
law on Dec. 13,1961, police
wielding rubber truncheons scattered about 1,000 demonstrators at the
monument and detained
several of them. Smaller
demonstrations were held

in Warsaw, in Wroclaw, other Solidarity leaders.
been held in fewer cities
southwestern Poland, and
since a call by the SolidarThe I3th-of-the-month
in Kalias, in the western demonstrations have deity underground for a genpart of the country.
clined in size and have
eral strike.
The demonstrators in
Gdansk also were demanding the release of Anna
Walentynowicz, a shipyard
worker who was one of the
founders of the independent labor movement and
A multi-media production conceived and performed by
who is on trial of charges of
inciting a sit-in strike at
the Lantern Theater Co. of Oberlin. Ohio
the yard after martial law
was declared.
Walesa, the chairman of
the outlawed independent
labor federation, told reporters by telephone he
tried to attend the demonstration Sunday but the
police turned him back. He
said although be stayed
home yesterday, he would
continue to attend the trials of Walentynowicz and

GHOSTS OF
HIROSHIMA

TONIGHT
7:30 PM

AHSWiB TD PBEVI0U8 PUZZLE
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91 OFF
Any medium pizza
with ONE or more items
|Qf|S* Free Delivery
BQ News Photo/Patrick Sandor
The eighth annual Black Swamp Festival, held at Saint Thomas More
University Parish last weekend, included a series of workshops on folk
music styles, string bands, jazz, ragtime and harmonica playing. Folk
bands and demonstrations were hlghllgts of the two day affair. Esther
Smith, (middle), senior business education major, gives a clogging and
square^ancing demonstration to festival participants.

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA |
EXPIRES 3/31/83

Voted Best Pizza in B.C
COUPON I

Myles Money
Expires 3-18-83

352-1504
516 E. Wooster
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
FREE ANO OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Sponsored By: Peace Coalition,
Social Justice Committee,
Undergraduate Student Government,
Honor Students Association,

$1.50_____J
The Bicycle Store Meeting Everyone's Needs
Pleasure • Commuting • Touring

MAKE THE TRADITION CONTINUE
AND PLEDGE YOUR SUPPORT TO THE
HEALTH CENTER ENDOWMENT FUND!

GIVING WEEK IS NOW.
SENIOR CHALLENGE "83" - PLEDGE TODAY

GOING SOUTH FOR
SPRING BREAK??
Get your summer barings now-

Compotively Priced Bicycles ^

Fuji
9

Trek

mmmm

• Concord

• Ross

Service

Complete Name-brand Line of Touring Clothing
and Accessories
Cannondale • Eclipse • Bata • Blackburn *Protag
Campagneo • Le Coq Sportif • Protec Helments
1101.5. Boundary
Perrytburg, Ohio
$74-7550

THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
Graduate Studenta and Faculty
825 Third Street: Nicely arranged one bedroom
apartments for fall. Rents start at $260 per month
including heat and hot water. A quiet place maintained exclusively for graduate students, faculty,
and very mature undergraduates.
Undergraduates
841 Eighth Street: Only one apartment left for
fall. Two bedrooms from $230 per month.
Unequivocally, the best deal in town for students.

1

Make ua an offer for your
summer apartment.
We're open from 11:00 to 7:00 Weekdays and from
10:00 to 5:00 Saturdays. Sunday by appointment.
Gall Jon Mossey at 354-3951 or 352-2791.
Stop by our model at 755 Manville!

Noneman Real Estate Compam
IIKHhl.lt \l.I & MWU.I Ml SI

354-3951

Tuesday only
ALL

20% OFF
^Powder Puff]

$k?5 Ridge st-
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Distinguished Service Nominees
The Distinguished Service Award committee seeks
self nominations and faculty/administrative staff nominations of seniors who have given distinguished service
to Bowling Green State University.

Faculty and Staff
Manville Manor: 755 Manville. $290 per month.
Four months free rent. 12 month lease only.
Unquestionably the best apartment value in B.G.
Two bedrooms; bath and one-half. The new
Manville Manor is worth looking at.

Whether you're a
sun soaker or
serious swimmer
see our selection
of malliots in
solids-stripes-prints

BICYCLING

Factory Authorized

Black Student Union. World
Students Association, Asian
Roots Committee, Resident
Students Association.

MARCH 14 THROUGH
MARCH 18

$1.50 off any 16" (1) item or more Pizza, Pick-up or
Dining Room only, this offer not good with any other
coupon or on any specials.

$1.50
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To be eligible to receive consideration for a Distinguished Service Award, a senior must be of high
character and must have demonstrated outstanding
service contributions to BGSU through one or more
areas of University Service.
Seniors graduating in the 1982-83 academic year who
would like to be considered for a Distinguished Service,
and those faculty/staff who would like to submit
nominations, may receive an application form at 305
Student Services Building or by calling 372-2147. THE
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS
IS 5 p.m., WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 1983.
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WIITHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND
FALL-ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
2 BEDROOM. 2 BATH, AS LOW AS 9478*
PER SEMESTER-4 MAN OCCUPANCY
FURNISHED. UNFURNISHED $450 each.
2 BEDROOM, 1 BATH-FURNISHED $365
2 OR 3 MAN OCCUPANCY-$548 per
SEMESTER PER PERSON/3 MAN OCCUPANCY
REMEMBER WHEN IT COMES TO
SERVICE, COME TO WMTHROP TERRACE
■EST1LMKNTS IIAUU M

piau ML. vmm IT. m umm

VOTED ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO
LIVE BY BG STUDENTS

am
mm*
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THE"Whara
HAIR
REPAIR
Quality Comas First"
Ph. 352-256*.

Special good March 15 & 17
6 »p m
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ACCORDING TO
RUEHL, when the first
vote was taken. Matchefts
- who was the designate of
Ramano - voted against
BG, and Giordano - York's
designate - voted for the
Falcons. That voting was
expected, Ruehl said. Also
expected was the favorable vote which came from
Flaman. But what came
unexpectedly was a neg-

men can get up and look at
themselves in the mirror
after making that decision," York said. "I've
been in coaching long
enough to know that it isn't
always going to be a bed of
roses, but Mom never told
me it was going to be like
this.

ative vote from Simpson,
who, as early as last week,
had indicated during committee meetings that he
would vote in favor of the
Falcons.
After some negotiating,
Flaman joined with Simpson and Matchefts in voting against Bowling Green,
and, for the Falcons, the
season was ended.
"I can't believe those

in a position to make an
objective decision. I gave
my resignation as chairman because I cannot
work with people who are
short-sighted like that"

"MATCHEFTS IS so far
removed from major college hockey that he was not

"It is a fallacy in the
selection process," Ruehl
added. "Unfortunately,
three of the (committee)
members had to remove
themselves, and they were
replaced with people not

Involved in meetings which
bad been going on?'
In a further protest,
Ruehl is urging all teams
in the CCHA to cancel contracts with teams from the
ECAC and WCHA for next
season. BG has canceled a
late-December series with
Boston, and Northern
Michigan has canceled series with Wisconsin and
Minneaota-Duluth.

The league is proposing
to the NCAA that, beginning with the 196*44 season, the CCHA, WCHA, and
ECAC each receive two
automatic berths to the
post-season tournament.
The two remaining berths
would be considered atlarge berths, going to the
two best remaining teams
in college hockey, regardless of conference.

Falcons place four on AH-MAC roundball teams

Locatw) In Stadium VlawSnopping Cantar
SUZIE

LOIS

•JpanMon ■Frr«30a

Hockey-

Bowling Green Junior
forward David Jenkins and
senior guard David Greer
were among two of the five
players named first team
All-Mid-American Conference yesterday.
Jenkins and Greer were

PREPARE FOR THE

MAY

Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84
ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St. at South College
2 bedroom fum. apt.
2 Ml baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4 x 10 storage locker

IWI
•srrsr
$535 per month
-9 month lease
Owner pays heat and water

■ Outstanding reputation In
Test Preparation
• Hundreds of hours ot taped
instruction via complete
TEST-N-TAPE* facioes. No
compulsory mass lectures. No
fixed classes
• Plan your own schedule;
proceed at your own pace
• Use free time to your
advantage. We're available
days, evenings, or weekends
according to each center's
schedule. No loss of study
time when working out of
town. (Transfers available to
any of our over 105 centers in
the U.S. and abroad.)

two of the main reasons
that BG won its first outright MAC championship
in IS years this season.
Joining the two Falcons
on the first team were
guard Ray McCallum of
Ball State and forwards
John Devereaux of Ohio
University and Tim Dillon
of Northern Illinois. The
voting was done by the 10
head coaches in the MAC.
BG JUNIOR Colin Irish
was one of five players
named to the second team.
Joining him were Melvin
McLaughlin of Central
Michigan, Ken Epperson

call 352-384111-3 or 354-1120

M

536-3701

BRIEFS
received honorable mention on the All-MAC team.
"The fact that we had
four people receive mention snows the fine balance
we have on this year's
team," BG coach John

To everyone who helped make my 21st birthday an
incredibly special experience, and the best time of
my life!!!

Randy, Bob, Frank, Claudia, Amy, Cow[boy, Curt, Dale, Gumby, Kathy, Laura, Mike,
Peggy, Silo, & Sue.
THANK-YOU.
- Jeff Mauch -

.J

Weinert said. "I was especially pleased that both
David Greer and David
Jenkins made first team. I
can't think of two more
deserving young men.
They have provided us
with tremendous leadership both on and off the
floor"'
The Falcons won the
MAC title by three games
with a 15-3 record, but they
were upset in the finals of
the MAC post-season tournament by OU, 59-56, last
Saturday. The loss to OU
cost the Falcons a berth in
the NCAA tournament, but
BG did receive a NTT bid
and will face Michigan
State in East Lansing,
Mich., in the opening
round, this Friday.
JENKINS LED the Falcons in scoring with an
average of 18.9 points per
game. He also averaged
6.3 rebounds, 2.5 assists
and 2.1 steals per game,
while shooting 51 percent
from the field and 69 percent from the line.

BGSU THE A TRE PRESENTS

1
IOUCATIONAI
CENTER
Tut Puoantlon SSKlllllU
Sine* 199
For Information, Pitta* Call:

BOGGS REAL ESTATE

of Toledo, Craig Tubbs of
Miami and Dave Zeigler of
Kent State.
Falcon junior Bill Faine

Adapted from (he novel by Waller Tevis
A haunting evening of Science Fiction from
the amor of THE HUSTLFR nnd THE MAN
WHO FELL TO EARTH. In Main Auditorium
ot University Hall. March 16-19. at 8 p.m.
(Special 3 p.m. matinee on Saturday 16 in
addition to the evening performance.)
Call 372-2719 for icscr .ilium.

BJJJ

THEY DO IT
;
in southern calif.

Tipoff is set for 8 p.m. at
Greer, BG's five-footnine point guard, averaged MSU's Jenlson Fieldhouse
7.8 points per game and led on Friday.
the MAC in assists for the
third consecutive year
with an average of 7.2 per
game. The MAC career gymnasts win
assist record holder with
Bowling Green's wom760, Greer also ranks third
in the MAC In free throw en's gymnastics team will
try to become the fourth
percentage at .818.
Falcon team to win a MidTicket informtion American Conference
Championship this year
Tickets for Friday's when the Falcon gymnasts
Bowling Green's basket- Journey to Muncie, Ind., on
ball came against Michi'riday.
gan State in East Lansing,
BG CONCLUDED its
Mich., will go on sale today
dual meet season last Satat BG's Memorial Hall
urday with a 167.2-150.25
Ticket Office.
victory over Central MichiBG has an allotment of fan, upping its record to
1-6. See a related story in
LIN tickets and they will tomorrow's
BG News.
remain on sale through
Thursday. Ticket Office
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Koester qualifies
Tickets are $8 each, and
all seats are reserved. University students may purchase tickets at the
reduced rate of $4. To get
the reduced rate, BG students most present a current ID, both at the
Memorial Hall Ticket Office when purchasing the
ticket, and at the door Friday.

Bowling Green Senior
Phil Koester has qualified
for the NCAA finals on both
the one and three meter
boards. He placed fourth
the on the one meter board
and ninth on the three meter board in the zone diving
competition held at Bloomington, Ind., last weekend. See related story in
tomorrow's BG News.

Congratulations
BGNews
Salesperson
of the
Week

fM

at Stadium laundry
But, in the frozen swamps of northwest Ohio,
they soid it couldn't be done!

But...

5. FREE DRYING
EVERY WED. t THUIS

WI DO IT

All DAT!

Stadium Laundry...?..
n mm,

nil— mil mi l. wn, n.

Applications are now available in the SRC office
for the 1983-84 Student Recreation Center Council.
Openings for 2 two-year slots and 4 one-year
slots (all undergraduate students) need to
be filled.

University Village
NOW LEASING

OFFICE HOURS
•Close to campus, banks and fast food
Mon-Fri 9-5
•Dependable maintenance
Sat 9-12
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
PHONE
Tenant pays electric only
352-0164
•Summer rates available
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S.

The applications for the policy-making board are due
in the SRC office on Friday, March 18th by 5:00 p.m.
Interviews of the applicants will take place at the
SRC on Monday and Tuesday, March 21st and 22nd from
6:30 to 9:00 p.m.

GET INVOLVED WITH THE SRC

PLANT SALE
Bring your friends and choose
from a wide variety of flowering
and green plants
March 14,15,16

SPARKY:/
presents

TUESDAY

"DIMES FOR DAMES"

WEDNESDAY LITTLE KING'S NIGH

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME

LADIES NIGHT
Earlier the better
4-fer's 8-9 pm
3-fer's 9-10 pm
2-fer's 10-1 am

OLD TOWNE
SOUTHWYCKE MALL
S. REYNOLDS and HEATHERDOWNS

Sidedoor Union
10-5 pm

"REASONABLE RATES..."

DANCING WITH JIM LIEBER

THURSDAY

FREE admission

m

FREE ADMISSION
i FOR ANY NITE
[EXPIRES 3-20-83

• Reasonable Rates SERVICES
• Professional Quality on the Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green.
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

WIN FREE TUITION!
The Honors Student Association
presents the 1st annual raffle
for the cash equivalent of one
semester's, in state, undergraduate
tuition, plus three ft50) book scholarships.

•ILL CURRENTLY REBISTERED B6SU
STUDENTS EU8IBLE*
Ticket, available March 10-24
from any HSA member, the Honor*
Program Office (231 Administration
Bldg.

372-0202), table, at

the Union. Mofely Hall, llnivenity
Hal) and other campiu location!.

Si per ticket or sin
tickets tor S5.
Drawing by: Paul J. Olacamp,
April 7 al 3:30 in the Falcon's
Neat (Univeraity Union). Broadcom
on WFAL (680 AM).

SPORTS
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Hamway's OT goal destroys BG's NCAA chances
by Tom HlMk
SUlft.n' TfQrta editor

DETROIT - Excerpt from the
Michigan State press guide for the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association playoff finals -MARK HAMWA Y
- Two time captain of the Spartans,
whose inspirational play has been a
rallying point for MSU. Prophetic or
not, Hamway ended Bowling Green's
hockey season last Saturday night
with one swing of his stick.
It was Hamway's goal at the 6:18
mark of sudden-death overtime that
gave MSU a 4-3 victory over the
Falcons, giving the Spartans their
second straight CCHA playoff
championship and propelling MSU
into the NCAA tournament. BG,
meanwhile was snubbed from the
eight-team NCAA tourney in one of
the most controversial decisions in
collegiate hockey history.
The crowd of 15,192 fans at Joe
Louis Arena witnessed a display of
"fight em' till you can't fight anymore" hockey between two of the
CCHA's fiercest rivals. It was a contest that didn't see many fans at the
concession stands during the course
of the game, because as BG coach
Jerry York said afterwards, "it was
ably one of the finest college
games I've ever watched."
BG and MSU advanced to
Saturday night's playoff
championship by virtue of victories in
Friday's opening playoff round. MSU
defeated a tired Ohio State squad, 8-3,
while BG got by a stingy Northern
Michigan team, 3-0.
Hamway's heroics were preceded
by an unexpected confrontation between the game's two featured ailAmericans - BG's splendid center
Brian Hills and MSU's standout goalie
Ron Scott
Hills came in all alone on Scott at
the 4:35 mark of the overtime period
after getting a long centering pass
from Tinemate John Samanski. Al-

though failing to get the shot off, MSU
defenseman Gary Haight threw his
stick at Hills in obviousdesperation interference was declared and the
referees called for a penalty shot.
Both teams huddled around their
respective players, speaking words of
confidence and inspiration to the center and goalie. Hills then paused before picking the puck up at the red
line, while Scott pounded his leg pad
with his stick, preparing for what he
called "the scariest moment of my
life."
PICKING THE puck up at mid-ice,
Hills skated in on Scott, skating in on
Scott's left side before faking a shot,
he then stick-handled to the goalie's
right side (his stick side), trying to
bring Scott to his knees. However,
Scott blockaded the right comer of
net. as Hills left-handed shot nestled
in Scott's leg pads, bringing a raucous
ovation from the heavily pro-Spartan
crowd.
"Brian Hills is a great scorer - he's
one of the greatest scorers I've ever
faced," Scott said. "He beat me on a
breakaway earlier this season at BG.
He beat me on the stick side and I
remembered that this time."
Scott was unsure he would see ice
time until the pre-game warm-ups due to an ankle injury suffered last
month and aggravated during the
second period of Friday's game
against OSU, forcing him to miss the
rest of the game. A plastic cast was
put on the ankle Saturday morning.
"He wasn't the same Ron Scott -1
could tell. He couldn't move properly,
but he has such great anticipation and
quickness he got in front of most of the
shots," MSU coach Ron Mason said.
"You've got to give Scott credit - if
he's not the best player in the league,
I don't know who is.
MSU JUMPED out to an early 3-2
first period lead - scoring the trio of
goals within the game's opening
seven minutes. MSU's Gord Flegel,
benefitting from a centering pass

from teammate Kelly Miller situated
behind the BG net, beat BG goalie
Mike David over the right shoulder,
just nine seconds into the game.
And before the late-arriving crowd
had settled into their seats, Flegel got
his stick on a Brad Beck slapshot into
a crowd in front of the BG net, giving
MSU a 2-0 lead just 2:41 into the
game.
Following a brawl in front of the
MSU net and both teams playing
three-on-three, MSU's Dan McFafl
found himself with a loose puck just
between the face-off circles. Coming
out of the net, to cover up the loose
C:k, David stumbled while diving for
puck, giving McFall the easy red
"i' just lost my footing," David
said. That was a gift for them. But I
got to give the guys on this team a lot
of creait. I thought once we settled
down and got going, I thought we
outplayed them.
David was referring to the second
half of the first period, which saw BG
score two goals - showing the Joe
Louis fans BG was not to be headed.
George Roll deflected a Garry Gi
slapsnot from the boards past '
while Dave EUett scored from the li
circle, bringing the Falcons to within
one. Galley then tied the game at 6:37
of the second stanza, beating Scott
from the left side.
IT TURNED out to be a night
where the ruler fell just a little short
and the steel Just a little too wide for
the Falcons. Twice, what appeared to
be apparent goals in the second and
third periods, were determined to be
"no goals," while several Falcon
shots caromed harmlessly off the
pipes, turning ecstacy into frustration
for Roll and Gino Cavallini.
Roll's goal was nullified by when
Perry Braun was called for interfer-

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor
Bowllng GIMO'I Kim Collins (14) and North.™ Michigan's Phil DaGaatano (4)
axchanoa forschscks in last Friday's CCHA playoff gams. BQ won ths gams 3-0.
but Michigan Stata dalsatsd tha Falcons Saturday night, 4-3. In o.artlme to Claim
tha tllla and an NCAA bid.

ence, and Cavallini's shot seemed to
fall in the goal after hitting the crossbar, but Scott quickly smothered the
puck with his glove and body - not
allowing the referees a clear view of
the puck.

pipes just seemed a little bigger tonight."
MSU goes on to meet Harvard in
the NCAA hockey tournament this
weekend, while BG sits at home in the
midst of the NCAA's decision to nominate Minnesota-Duluth, a squad
Afterwards, York summed up the which ended the regular season in
missed chances in a nutshell, "the fourth place in the Western Collegiate

Hockey Association.
"it was a shame that someone has
to lose a game like that," Mason said.
"These are two of the best teams in
college hockey and they both should
be in the NCAA tournament"
And for BG, it certainly was a
shame.

OU upsets BG cagers, 59-56; Falcons NIT bound
by Joe Menzer
sports reporter

Bowling Green easily defeated
Ohio University twice on its way to a
regular season Mid-American Conference basketball championship.
Last Saturday, before 5,000 fans in
Anderson Arena, OU coach Danny
Nee installed a game plan to prevent
BG from becoming the MACs postseason tournament champion as well.
His players saw that his plan was
earned out to the letter, as the Falcons were obviously frustrated in a 5956 loss to the Bobcats.
The loss deprived BG of an automatic berth in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association post-season tournament that determines the collegiate
national champion. The Falcons, now

21-8, will participate instead in the
National Invitational Tournament, to
which they received a bid Late Sunday
night. BG will face Michigan State on
the Spartans' homecourt in East Lansing, Mich., in first-round NTT action
this Friday night. The tenative starting time for the game is 8 p.m.
BY VIRTUE of last Saturday's win
over BG, the Bobcats (22-8) will How
represent the MAC in the NCAA tourney. OU will play Illinois State in
Tampa, Fla., this Thursday.
"I m very excited. This was a great
basketball win for our program,' Nee
said after Saturdays game. "To
Snote the people from Athens (where
U is located), 'How about them
'Cats?'
"Obviously, we had a game plan
and our players carried It through.

Both teams had bushelfuls of op- the Falcons never again got closer
portunities down the stretch. OU than to within three points.
could have buried the Falcons; or the
"We certainly had a lot of opportuFalcons could have come back and nities, but we don't usually shoot 53
taken command, but neither team percent from the free throw line and
seemed willing to do so.
43 percent from the field," BG coach
John Weinert said. "They did a very
Finally, OU's John Devereaux de- good job of playing defense."
By comparison, the Falcons did a
NIT PAIRINGS
mediocre job of responding to OU's
FIRST ROUND
semi-delay offense. By gaining an
Tuesday, March 15
Ihuriday, March 17
early lead (BG never regained the
East Tennesee Stata. 22-8. at Vanderbllt, 18-13.
lead after holding a 14-13 advantage
Fordham, 1910. ot South Florida. 21-10.
Williom and Mary. 20-8. at Virginia Tach. 22-10. with 13:08 remaining in the first half),
NorthwMtarn. 16-12 as, Notro Dome. 19-9, at OU forced the Falcons to play catchWednesday. March 16
Rosemont, III.
up in their unfamiliar man-for-man
N.w Orleans. 22 6 ot Louslana Slot*. 19-12.
Woke Forest. 17-11. at Murray Stata, 21-7.
defense.
Idaho. 20-8, at Oragon Stata. 18-10.
Tulono, 19-11, at Nebraska. 19-9.
"They made us play man-to-man
Old Dominion. 19-9. at Sooth Carolina, 20-8.
Alabamo Stota, 22-5, at Mississippi 18-9.
defense almost the whole ballgame.
Minnesota 17-11. ol □•Paul. 17-11.
Friday, March 18
We physically can't play man-to-man
Texas Christian. 21-10. VS. Tulso 19-11, at Orai
Bowling Oreen. 11.7, at Michigan State, 14 for a whole game," Weinert said. "It
Roberts.
St. Bonaventure. 20-9, at lona 21-8.
■ 12.
was a good way to play us, because
Texas-El Poso. 18-9. at Fresno Stota, 20-10.
Fullerton State. 21-4, ot Arizona State, 17-12
we're not that deep. We've got to beat
people with our quickness.
the game's tempo throughout most of cided he had seen enough. With 1:52 to
IN TWO earlier meetings with OU,
the contest, the Falcons still did not go, Devereaux accentuated a Bobcat that is what the Falcons did. BG
die easily.
fast break with a slam dunk to make it defeated the Bobcats by 72-55 in
After OU's Jeff Thomas hit a layup 53-50; with 30 seconds left, he pro- Athens, and by 89-75 three weeks ago
to give the Bobcats a 48-37 bulge with vided the fans with an instant replay in Anderson Arena.
8:15 to play, the Falcons began to inch that gave the 'Cats an insurmountable
Neither team shot like a champion
closer. Eventually, BG drew to within five-point lead at 55-50.
from the charity stripe. BG's Colin
EVEN THOUGH Devereaux was Irish and Faine each missed a pair of
one at 51-50 on a hook shot by Bill
Faine with 2:45 remaining.
assessed with a charging foul - and crucial free throws in the final 1:30,
Unfortunately for the Falcons, that David Greer made the two free while OU's Paul Baron gave the Falwas as close as they would get.
throws - following his second slam, cons plenty of chances by missing the

We felt we couldn't play a transition
game with Bowling Green, so we
wanted to melt the clock and try some
different things on offense. We felt the
only opportunity we had to compete
with Bowling Green was to slow it
down, because of their quickness."
THOUGH OHIO was in control of

front end of two one-and-one opportunities in the last 2:22.
THE BOBCATS made their charity
tosses when it most counted, however,
as Robert Tatum and Nate Cole each
made a pair in the final 26 seconds to
seal the victory.
Devereaux, who was named the
tournament's most outstanding
player by the media, led OU with 18
points. Vic Alexander added 13, and
Jeff Thomas had 11. Devereaux and
Alexander had nine rebounds each, as
OU held a 31-22 edge in rebounding.
David Jenkins led all scorers with
21 points, as he and Faine represented
the Falcons on the all-tournament
team. Faine had 13 points and seven
rebounds, and Irish also was in double
figures with 10.
Ray McCallum of Ball State and
Ken Epperson of Toledo joined Jenkins, Faine and Devereaux on the alltourney squad.
OHIO UNIVERSITY 59
Totum. 2-3—7: Thomos. 5-1—11. Hicks, 20—4; Devereoux. 8-2—18: Alexander. 5
3—13; Cola. 1-2—4; Hilton. 1-0—2; Boron,
0-0—0. TOTALS: 24-11—59.
BOWLING OREEN 56
Graor. 1-2—4: Jenkins. 9-3— 21; Toylor. 40—8; Folna. 5-3—13: Irish. 3-4—10: Jockson. <M>-0; Abandroth. 0-0—0. TOTALS.
22-12—56.

Hopes of NCAA berth shattered by MAC tourney
What could have been a storybook weekend for the Bowling
Green basketball and hockey
teams ended like a nightmare.
It wasn't supposed to be this way.
Now, numbness resides in the
hearts of the players and fans of
these two teams. Disbelief and
anger have combined to create an
eerie feeling that is difficult to
describe.
Maybe someone should tighten
the tourniquet on Bowling Green's
bleeding heart.
The two teams took their picnic
baskets full of NCAA Tournament
dreams into their respective contests Saturday. But, somehwere
along the way, creatures in green
and white uniforms stole these

m
Bowling Qrasn'a David Jenkins (22) shoots
ovar tha axtandad hand of Onto University's
John Dsvaraaux In last Saturday's ktsa ■

University shocked BG Satruday at Anderson Arena , SMS,
to win the Mid-American Conference basketball tournament
chauriiJkmahto and the NCAA berth
that goes with It And, up in Detroit'! Joe Uuis Arena, the Falcon
icers lost M in overtime to Michigan State the same nisrfit
AS FAR AS the Falcon cagers go,
they have received an invite to play
in the National Invitational Tournament (NIT). Even so, that bid
probably has not cured the empty
feeling they must have inside.
Their season ended up being one
game long. After playing an 18-

game home-and-home MAC
Lar season schedule - one in which
they proved that they were the best
team in the conference by posting
15 MAC wins and winning on the
road at OU, Ball State, Eastern

IN WALT'S WORDS
by Keith Walther\
sports editor

Michigan, Western Michigan, Central Michigan, Kent State and, for
the first time in seven years, at
Miami - it was not enough.
BG senior captain David Greer
stood deathly-atill after the game,
watching the swards ceremony. He
may have been asking himself
"What was all of it for?" Good
question.
BG coach John Weinert said after the fame that, "We went
through 18 games to become champions. We'll wear the
championship rings. They (OU)
just get to goto theNCAA's." What
else is there?
Qualifying for the elite 52-team

NCAA tournament field is the goal
of every basketball team. As BG's
David Jenkins put it. "I really
wanted to go. It would have been
something I could have looked
back on the rest of my life."
BESIDES ALL the personal and
team goals, gaining a NCAA bid
will give OU an added plug in the
recruiting race in the MAC. Weinert can show the MAC
championship rings; OU coach
Danny Nee can now show much
more.
But this is not meant to be sour
apples. OU will be a fine representative for the conference in the
tournament
But in retrospect, I would say
that the MAC tournament is unnecessary. Note that I did not say that
it is a total loss; a farce. It does
serve a purpose - the tournament
was created to add revenue for the
MAC and to increase the fan interest of the second-level teams in the
conference towards season's end.
But let's face it the MAC is only
going to get one NCAA tournament
bid every year. At the same time
they are not going to gain credibility with the NCAA selection committee by sending the second best
team as their representative.
For example, hat year Northern
Illinois was the surprise winner of
the tournament This kept Ball
State, the regular season champ

(and by far the best team in the
conference), out of post-season
play (either NCAA or NIT).
Bigger conferences, like the
ACC and the Big East, can have
such a tournament and not lose out
on NCAA bids. They know that the
regular season champ can lose in
the tournament and still get a bid.
These conferences usually will get
three, four, or possibly five such
bids every year.
BG proved itself to be the best
team in the league. But, last Saturday, OU was the better team. Although it took a intelligent game
plan and 91 percent second half
shooting on the Bobcat's part to
prove it. Because of that BG loses
out on its dream and will represent
(quite well) the MAC in the NIT.
Maybe the MAC officials shoud
do some homework and heed the
example of the Big Ten. They (the
Big Ten) do not have a conference
tournament. An 18-game regular
season schedule, they believe,
should elicit the best team. Thus,
no need for a tournament.
Maybe we should do away with
the regular season and just have a
tournament. No - that would make
about aa much sense as this year's
MAC season does in the minds of
the BG cagers.
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This Friday's Weekender
CLASSIFIEDS
•a ar. 40- pa. kali » MM—» MO TYPf SO- •■»■ per ad
Anprnikiaalali 25 k) 30 men per Ira
CAaaauavcrrr EVENTS MOW to. non-proat. puHc earvtoe actwflae WO be mssrkad
ONCE lor free and at reguar ran* twieanei
Oaeoane lor al haange m 2 aevs Detora oveacalxxi fct 4 00 p m Friday at 4 00 p rn St*
Oaeoapa lor eie Tuesday •QWon
CNMNKJ torn* an enaaaNa HMN Newa offlea. IM UnNereey Ma*.

NEW PHOHt NUMMR

Betty Jane CcaVar You are a nut anO I
baa you. Ssa you ashen I gat baofc.

fhVANNED PAPaENTHOOO
MWOOO COUNTY
CorifkJenSai. persons! can
Spscasl rates BOSU studsnts
Conversant appointments

CHECK YOUR OFF CAMPUS MAILBOX TODAY FOR AN "OFF CAMWSSttUBT'

FOUNO Oo« Way's watch In 300

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Moaaaay Fit 3/11 Cai 2-1867
Found: Mans watch in front of Math-

Mardl 15. 1983

Sd 8Ug Cat 2-4033

Coma and |akl In lha tun planning
our REGATTA! Suing Club Maatmg
« 30 Tuesday 228 MSC Everyone
Welcome

STOLEN: A BLUE BACK-PAK IN
HAYES HALL ROOM 108 ON
MARCH « I HAD ALL OF MY NOTES
M IT AND I DESPERATELY NEED
THEM BACK FOR EXAMS. EXPECtALLY FINALS. PLEASE RETURN
THEM NO QUESTIONS WILL BE
ASKED PLEASE THOSE NOTES
WERE EVERYTHING I HAD THIS
SEMESTER YOU CAN KEEP EVERYTHING ELSE. I JUST NEED MY
NOTES LEAVE THEM AT ANY MCDONALD FRONT DESK OR CALL
RONOA AT 372-4419 THANK YOU

EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
Friday, March 18 7.30 pm
lonlogany Legion Hal
Caah Fvttee-Retreahmonta
Freehmen and Sopftmoree Intel eelail
» prolaaaional preparation lor careers in the dynamic ItaM o( recreatlon and leiaura.
Attend an
ailonrastional msettig March 16,
7 00 p m EppW North. Room 108
GHOSTS OF HIROSHIMA
TONIGHT 7:30
STUDENT UNION GRAND BALLRM
FREE AND OPEN TO PUBLIC

am.

SCOUT COOKIE SALE
MARCH 21-25 UNION OVAl
11.7 5 A BOX. 8»nv4pm
Bain?? UNIV. HALL

HEALTH CARE CLUB
Wad. March 18. 7:10 pm
2O0Mose*ey
KMORS SENIORS SENIORS
PLEDGE TODAY
aWfORT THE HEALTH CENTER
STUDENTS FOR ANIMALS
Mi an i0 tonight 800, 102 Ham
Tan Greyhavons, Faald Investigator
tor Via Humana Society of the United
Stakes wB apeak on Animal rights
and la law'
WOMEN'S STUDIES ALUMNI PRIZE
$100 prize tor beat graduate and
undergraduate norvftcUon menu
scripts wnttan about aspects ot woman's rvss Submit one original and
one copy by Monday. March 21.
1983 to Women's Studies Office
317 Weal Hat For more rtormeeon
cal 372-2820
DANCE AUDITIONS
for Modem choreographic concert.
Wad. March 18, 1:00 pm. 302 N.
Eppasr. Dreaa to dance. For more
Information call Karry 354-2080.

LOST AND FOUND

RIDES
Need nde to Florida lor Spring Break
382-5894.
I need s rids to the Cleveland area
March 18-20 Wll help with gas Cal
Donna 372-4192
Needed A ride to Ortando.FIa or
area, 2 parsons Cal 352-8087 or
372-1419
woe available to Tampa ares for 2
persons Msrch 25. cal Lorl for details
352-4923

SERVICES OFFERED
Horseback Riding
HUNT SEAT EQUITATION
Jumping, trad riding. Fal Semester
PEG 133/233 1 credit Tour the
facMes River Hoaow Farm Perryaburg West River Road. 2 miles from
FortMolge

RESEARCH PAPERS
TOLL-FREE HOTLINE

600421-6745
In Illinois call 312-922-0300
Authors' Research. Room 100
07 s. Deerboin, Chicago, IL 8050

TUTORING Baeic Math. Algebra. Engeeh and Reading Cal attar 8 p m
8743349

TAXES TAXES TAXES
RoaMr Tax 1 Accounting Samoa
|3horl form S8. Long form $15 a ucj
Prolaaaional Praparaoon
1007 N Main. BO

382 4340

Al your typing naada
profeeelonaty dona
362-4017.
Mufflers antaeacHow aa $18 86
Wal meet or beet any written eattmete Dent pay more1" Cal 3541278 tor FREE aaHmafel BG Muffler
Center 11055 Bowing Green Rd.
Expert typing
70-per page
Cal Chris 382-1224
TUCKER TYPING
Coeegkjte. buemoes. personal
Nancy 352-0809
5th Year ■ Ful Una service
Prolaaaional Typing

PERSONAL
ANITA, look' Yaa you, ANITA
GREENI trs your name and Is not a
mevprmt. either1 Have s greet day' Wa
Ova you! Chris. Juts, and Jennifer
APPLfCATIONC FOR THE STUDENT
DEC COUNCIL COUNCIL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT MEMBERS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE SRC
OFFICE. APPLICATIONS ARE DUE
IN AT THE SRC OFFICE ON FRIDAY. MARCH II AT 5:00 PM. INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE ON
MONDAY AND TUESDAY. MARCH
21 AND 22. FROM 1:30 TO H>0 PM
Apptcation Daaome tor Fal Semester 1983 Waehargton Internships Is
Apr! 8 Contact the Canter for Educational Opaona. 231 Ad Btog 3720202 tor KotmMton.

Cckswba) NuMoraal WET syaMm
AveejMe for years only through Meet
cal Doctors. Loss up to 16-30 toe m
the IM coup* of weeks Al Bis
recommended Daly Aaowanos Do
not haw to count catortee. For FREE
Information cal Joyce or Tan 354
1884.
Do you have a pal M home? Do you
cars about animals? What legaartghta
do or should enknaas Have? Find out
tonight It 102 Ham M 8:00 arhan
Tan Greyhevene of the Humane SoOety oJ the Uneed Saafcaa speaM on
Animal rights and the aw.' Scon
sored by STIJ0OIT8 FOB ANMAL8
Oerrt Trtnettr.
Get payohaal N> Marat) 14*1 tJO
Isn't ao bad. RliaiMbli laat yeer?
Ogleby_*er la H Oakley?) The 180
•a Term., Via drkaege kl Oltlrgls,
married men (He has s wffel). 'I'B
•aa a rate tor s hat, Straartkarrlee,
the ride In the MO. and tripping oft
curse, N't gat kettar this yaarl Law*

Bt*
GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
BCOMaNOHl
Greg I Jut Congrslulaltona on your
AXO Lavaaermg I wish you all the
happlaaaa ki the future. Love, Pam.
HAPPY ■RT1PAY NATAUC. HOPE
'OUR 20th BIRTHOAY IS AS SPECIAL AS YOU ARE. WE LOVE YOU.
ANNfc BCTH, AMD JPaNY.
Happy Hour Hoedey km
Evsryday. al day MTV
Every Nfght. Al Najht
HOT WATER
KIRK'S COM LAUNDRY

786 8. MAM
Jan Merle. Give a cal and lake the
CHALLANQE.

Lynn Boa

Outs. I hid si the guns and kurvee so
you wB mane a n i gat back. EJ.
remember Ola last lame I Ian you atone
Bangs got SOcky Mario I hop* you
sen ready, tool llosanssd and Lips
remember the bed aianta toward the
seal and nans sujuaslil. Have a greet
wee* you guys and thanks to M the
Alpha ftga-you guys are the boat.
Sea you on Sunday" Chuck.
APPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDENT
NEC CC4JNCIL. COUNCIL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT MEMBERS
ARC NOW AVAILABLE AT THE SRC
OFFICE. APPLICATIONS ARC DUE
M AT THESRC OFFICE ON FRIDAY.
MARCH IS AT IM PM WTERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE ON
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, MARCH

11 and n, FROM 830 to fcSO PM.

apes*

I with

OR
Chicken Chow Main over Rice
Both arMh Salad Bar
BOTH ALL U CAN EAT
12 tf TUESDAY 5-1 PM
LK 1450 E Wooaler SL

BASEBALL GLOVE REPAIR
Reeking Reweb
S7 SI2eettmstedcoet
REC CENTER PRO SHOP

PAULA H.
How do you leal thla morrnng...
the moinlng after lha
big 21 eallbtaUuilTTT

Spend 5 weeks In France thai summer and recefve 6 hours of credit
Lha) with a French family, experience
French beaches and nealna. A meetrig of aitormsDon concerning the
French Summer program wB be hold
at 9 pm. March 17 at the French
Houae Refreshments and French
coofckas sarvsjd.
The aiBamaisI AsNtoei'l Board la
accepting appMcstlons to. students
artshlng lobe on the 1SU-I4 Board.
TMa Bean] la niaprUid al stuaMnn Inwvvo MI OW oooraMtvlioti
Sl Unto, m Program AppUcattona

To M sisters of ADPI
ws want to thank you lor showing us
your love, and making ADPI ao vary
apodal to us Leva. The spring
Tonight a) the nightl Tta Phi Gams are
tookJng forward to par|tee|mg with the
KD'a and the TKE'a
T-SNrt screening
If your not getting your shirts tram
Jautm N'THsNOS
Yoe.'ra probeWy paying too mechl I
Jeans N' Things
811 I

L^N

GET A
LITTLE GREEN
'.POTS

Tsmporsry Ha«D Wanted. Metal Manulac. No Experianoe required. Apply
h person Padaai Corp. 620 F. SI.
AmpoM. Perrysburg. OHO (1-75
Buck Rd. EjatJ

UN
Need a ride somewhere or need
riders to ahare expenses? Please cal
USG DeahA-RUe M 372-0324

CRUBE SHP JOBSI $14-$2B.OOO
Cant)eon, Hewai. World Cal tor
GukJe. Dkectory. He.tasttai 1-918722-1111 Exl aVsaOhg Green
CRLBBE SUP JOtlSI Great Income
potanBa), Ml occupationa For ttjormaton oat: 602-837-3401 Ext.
868.
Soring Break Help Needed Honey
Baked Ham. Oral Cat 386-7440 or
apply ki person, Cokaram Ave Ask tor
Hck.
FORSALE

T*r»w agfe

PAINTER PANTS
Rag. $18 50 NOW if.lt
JEANS N' THINOS 531 RMge St

Houaaboy pcamons
tots d
gala Musi be
'Openings
during 83*4
year. CM Barb
372-3008 for
Mo.

STTa^PtNO LEPRECHAUN
tivtlaiilAaiahaialMicuuiil re
I1-2BM Ph«.l»F after 7 pm.

THE WASH HOUSE. 250 N MAIN
OPEN 24 HRS. DAA.Y.

ATTENTION JRS ANO SRS: LOOK IN
YOUR CAMPUS MAILBOX TO FIND
OUT MORE ABOUT GOLDEN KEY
HONOR SOCIETY.

M'A'8'HaSOVER
and to 2 moa ao * the 82-83 school
year Do you laws a aummar too yet?
NaaonN company haa aeverai positone aval lor BO aauoema I you're
harOwortlng s dont mind travel, send
a iMI trlifraaeiJ am. s phono * to
P.O. B0» 103, BO ,0H 43402.

re yon kaeakig to Oat Lucky
as Bl Patricks Day?
faB forget Baa 44aet ctover 1

Ritalin tor return of apaakaltoaa
Is March 11th 188$.

PLUS OTHER CHANGING ITEM!
ATIOMIFMANS

acts tor B G tUank. Earn $3204
Sand a lal tiliHitirl «nv. I phone
0 to P.O. Bo. IPS, B.g, OH 43402

Sand the ax* ol the Wah war. barloone Th, betoonman 352-8081.

r-Congrslsl <
choeen aa a CC lor Gamaas PM
Bats. You're Truly Wonderful I Lose
ORIENTAL SPECIAL
TUESOAY EVENRrOS
EGG ROLLS

Dont let yeur apnhg break turn Into a
aumaasr work haeoacnei National

YAU IBM'S YOUR CHANCE TO
PAM OUT BEFORE YOUR DATE
DOESI TONMHTS FORMAL WSJ.
K A RIOT. aU. ANO PRVOR, MAKE
SURE YOU BRaHQ CLEAN SHEETS
MUPPIT-TIIT TO MAKE IT
THROUGH THE NIGHT WITHOUT
VsaaTMa THE PROCELAIN OOO.
TKE FORMAL WHL BE A BLASTI
GET PSYCHKMI MANNY M IT'S
STBJ. NOT TOO LATE TO GET A
DATEWCRTAI

SL Patricks day la oommgl
Get one of you. Mends a
laaclal Irtah Treat

77 Aspen Bcyl Auto. Air. new Or eel
brskee. vary good cond $1800.00
364-1940 sllsr 6:30
Aral tltailrial Ouasr. Caae and Aocaasortss. f 100 Cat Kavln M 20082 or 382-8816

STRaTPINa LEPRECHAUN
sent BL Patty's day price
ISS4BB8 Phil. B5F After 7 pal

1968 DODGE HAS REBUILT ENGINE. RUNS WELL. VERY DEPEND-

ABLE. $350 352-68Q6

Give yea» car a brssk tor Spring
FREE engine anatysis to atuderfOVrscuky ol BOSU along wBl written
eesvnsas of pans »labor 1/2pnoeon
hbor upon laaiiiillun of BOSU
saucsnt/leouay O card. Oat your csr
done right the fret time J I W ReaekSentoa. SSaMMSS. Cal lor an ap-

Technics receiver SA 300 30 watts
pa** Cahspntfja EMCaMsrn Cono. o *OOt
bar-wry pracacsl tor colegs sludent
Cat Slavs) 362-1868.
FOR RENT
C ARTY RENTAL!
Housss-Apaikiieiits-Rooriis
»■ 1 2 month leases Summer Rentals
Al near Campus 362-7365

2-Fer A« Day Saturday
M e*. CSetoe Strip Slwka
Pete*), Baled Be.- J10.M
LK14S8E1

WANTED QUALITY TURNTABLE.
AUTOMATIC, DIRECT-DRIVE.
CALL BECKY SSS-BSM.

VEL-MAHOR ANNEX APT.
1024 E Wooaler acroaa from Rodgsrs 2-2 bdrm. nioa turn, scccmodsaona tor Fat 1 Summer Lg. Ng.
room, Mtaraan 4 ful tipa ceramic bath,
al cond . laundry In basement. Storage spsce Cat 362-2858 tor spot

B.O. Man'a larrnaaa Club needs s
goats. No experience necessary It
InterataOcsl Joe M 353-1821

ROOMS TO RENT: Aval now, dose
tocampua. 1-287-3341.

WANTED

«*L
SUMMER RENTALS: HOUSES AND
ARTS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1-2673341

HELP WANTED

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Acnots

tAMM
9 FUnd Of FKMM
7 ProcrMtlnalor-B
word
6 VVMH HOUSM

•

■M

9 Tfyowl
10 UvWhTVthO*
11 SkmllsV
12 0b*ono<fHma
WHoptpfoduel
1ILu«jry-«boM0

l*Mt*
Klndo* Ouek?
UixmiR
KMdOflkJMr
FUrKh«nrm*l
Doubt* qutwW
Ss^reW»mOI*aM
Mon fmttim
SsMuctlv.
Q4.mb.lraQ

1

'

1

1

n

1

1

■

1

11 ■

SO
53
M
M

WoodkvMiWiy
tVt»Q'i iMnotf
WingtM llQut*
81. Antrwy ■
orotw
&0SrrMNmonM■0 UwhtngbKh
83HQ1.
UPtocmOkv
66 iptyittKaouB
66 Bttlor*. DO*licai>v
67 SftMlirwh4-r
6* Mua>lin
maMauramanu

mm

801 RFTH: FREE HEAT, WATER,
SEWER. 1 CABLE TV. 2 bdrm turn.
Nosey wstpaoered. Laundry room to
butcang Speckd rakaa for groups of
3 Cat Nsvrtovs Msrvagsment
362-6620.
726 MMTH: BRAND NEW BULDBML
I bdrm carpeted, ak cond . Indhtdual
anty ways Cat Nswtove Uaneg*
ment 352-6620
Large 1 bdrm
from campus

apt unfum 2 oka
364-1678, Larry,

Summer Rental Fun 1 Lkdurn.
houeee flsfsrencee naqukad. 3633856
Prtvasary owned aperlments I houae
aoutasaat rseldenaai are*. 1175
250. 353-3865
Furn 3 bdrm 8280 00
Fum emc $130.00
268 3 Cotege A »C. 353-3811.
Now ranting for 6344 achod year
llouaat and auajtiikNial. Bogga Reel
Estate 362-8467. 362-3841. 3641120.
PARTY ROOM AV AB.8LE
•M HMN ST.: 8M4M78
Nice Fum Acts . uO pd 2 bks weal
ol iwatiua 362-7768.
CAMPUS MANOR Now rantng for
Summsr and Fat school yaw.
Spsdsl Summer Rates
Ph: 352-8302 or 352-7365 sv
2 bdrm spta , 9 mo. kaasaa for 4 M
6110 so tor 3 M $120 ea. lor 2 at
$180 as. Also 1 bdrm apta Al near
Campus 352-7366.
Now ranting for summsr. Two bodroom. Fum. apt Water, cable I v paid
tor A/C, parking tot. laundry laca
$400. tor lha aummar. $260 tor
farm Cat 362-7182
2 bdrm.. clean and quiet. Is! semestor. 4 gHa 362-8040 trier 6.

2 bdrm apt for rant, doss toOBBon H
campus and tow rent. Hal lumlahatf
2 laklgaiMuia for sale Cal 352
4486 ask tot Dan or leave miaaega
FOR RINT-NOW BIONINOf
LEASES FOR 4-MAN APTS. AT
716 7th ST. M2S par
CALL MM7M Sr Hi I IBB.

24 VlMa
» Vtaput*
27*WrvquL«h
29 Su«l« lor Ml
30 Ofhar, on rha Cbro
32Dwtr
TI rfttatTiniTBBB! IBB
34"7htfn»1
ttarjuffclrr
36 Hl«ortoom«*l
36 Hurt.
miCloen"
42 AM-ayt
** Epscolufvhoo-n

VEl-MANOR APARTMENTt
tor Fat I Summsr 820 E. Woottar
acroaa from Kohl. 2 bdrm., ceramic
bath. lg. lag. room I klchen Al uM.
except alec Storage spsce. e» cond
* caMa. 362-2668 tor appt. only
826 SIXTH HOUSE. 3 bdrm
raniudaSael Oac 82. New bash I
Uchen. Al cond. Cat Newtove Managsmsnl 362-6820.

Rent tor real of spring snoVor sum
mar. 2 ratng'a 4 aakr Cat 362
4488-Oan or leave a meeeage.

r

ummm

M IotOv«.tnFr<f1c«
40 FM.FM»MOfQ
41 mmmtamtt
Mtmm
43T«.lypt
45 WtlaW Oayi ■(•
don*
4ft Moth* O' POfJHXrt
47 Oon-tlUM

bdrm tor aummar Only 8300 1 tow
iMMaa. adlacantcarnpua.354-1753

2 bdrm apt Reel doss to campus

3 PBrttO(FfAfX«l
4 SgviMipouch

■iM

X
21
77
24
»
»
29
si
13
37

i atorans rant on our futy furkaao apsrkaenail compMaty guaM and prtvan Plenty ol
atorage. Ful kitchen and bathroom
Wa wrtta our ktssas to ft your needa
Oood location Close to leeasurants
and slorea OiARaNO CRO88 APT8.
1017 8. Mam

BAER RENTALS
VOTED B O.-Sr 1 LANDLORD
2 BDRM. APTS -172 Bk. 2 BOSU
SUMMER AND FALL LEASES
362-4871 and 362-1600.

DOWN
1 Aaoand

1 MurbU
6 UOMlUuta
humnvtAptMrrj
10 HIHorSpad*
13 MldMtt r»tt»o«>
14 namtntiootflfw)
15C*0*I
17 Pl«y« lha •loch

6 kskaaf hauea 318 Pka St. 188384 school year Summer rates 1287-3341.

2 IMS 111. fljTTI apf
newt, turn J cerpet
362-2663

1
P

u

1

308 HX3H FREE HEAT. WATER
SEWER. I CABLE TV.
Close to campus 2 bdrm. flan, laun-l
dry tm In outtng (or* : apt. kavft) CM
Newtovsi ManR«Nnant 362-6620

u

11

226 S. COLLEOE FREE HEAT
WATER. SEWER. I bdrm. fun. dose
to campus SaSnTfcal entry ways
laundry room on pranvaea. Cat
362-6620

SSBL
49 mmmm
MM
U HIM
HAniv.8*vito«.«437HHwiMfM
MSaHLaMtaam
•1 Ffancfl corn of OV
«2 Coal am

-

1 Bdrm. I 3 Bdrm. Apia
for 63 84 school ysar

Ctoae to cavnpue
1-878-7437

PLACEMENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULES
i'r J. a* Mewtaar. "area
IT ; 1- •■-lot «••■.
|nn» 1 ia faa ,M
roaw aa.T,
!£:;!-•? !**?*
""I ki
' :'i.x«nw roai auir

II. 'o- taa roiia^-a icaaaiiai. list t» -in w a.ia ." aaaviaar
u> kel.'.r staaaaln (awlaaii. larwi. aantiat. MI i-.a^ii
iuaa*i w-vicai Suiiaiaa. inom I.E. Ii taSflrM. HaaUr
wla o« Taaraaw. aaia Tj. Kja |:gs :.a- taTr a a. liiaa ftaa
H ruajn la an no UMBM at mtrua *au uatMi

lie. L> •axiauM '1 iK 11. .1 iip aa, iTuspn i.B Mil la nu-ui. alaai .m ■ caar
•' rav OaSOnia. nm far aack Utarrla. - aiarh*. m idMili. OMIIUM iMiaai ••.
c ai| 111. aajan laa raknu»i wtai '

ipsmcsses AHO oikMiiiiAfiOiis
JOSEPH T RYERSON I SON. BeC.
Ctovsaand. OH

4-5-83

FtWT trVESTORS CORPORATION
Toledo. OH

4-6-8J

SALES: NtMT. TRUCES: I/all But., IPCO and
rtltUd ntjors, Hay, Aug. trial. (4) 17 slots ti

4-6-83

•>». TIME: 1/sM.i Nkt.. Ftsh. Kdse. . or other
esjors In Coll. of 8us. Ada., May Crads. (1)
It slots.

4-6-81

UKIMITEB. TFWEE: t/Ini., Nkt., or other aajors
la Coll. Of tut. Ada. , Nay Sredl. (1) 12 slots.

METrWPOUTAN BISUFuVNCE COMPAME8
Sanduaky. OH

4-6-81

SALES «£•: B/Salet. Int.. or other Mjon In
Coll. of tut. Asa.. Nay, Aug. Cnds. (1) 12 slot

US. AB FORCE
Bowing Oman. OH

4-6-81

LWERSHIP/PCMT.: Any 4 jr. dag. or higher. Hay,
Aug. Grids. (1) I slots.

RED LOBSTER HNS OF AMERICA

4-7-81

NW. TBtEE: B/hotil Riit., or any RBjor In Coll.
of 6ut. Ada., Rty Srads. (1) 12 slots.

OOLD CSKLE STORES
n, OH
BOANA reSURANCE COUPUmS

What a way to go! Celebrate St Pat's with the drinldn'of the greca
Learn all about what it really meam to lxl^ with the great taste
of Little Kings. Ask for it at your favorite tavern or beverage store.

s

other latjon In Coll. of 8ui. Ma.. Hay, Aug.
Grids. (1) 10 llOtl.

SCHOOLS
KENT CTTY SCHOOLS

Kant. OH

»»

ayComp. Sec. 6VM Math. aV Joum Ed.
Caae. easy Oreda 111 Batata
(-6 Elm. Ed., Ptiys. Ed.. Gen. tut., Scl., Rtid'n,, French. Spar,., Enj.. LO. EM, Doc., Ik/,
Aug. Grids. (1) 13 slots.

ASHLAND CITY SCHOOLS
LOH

4-8-81

Elea. LBl SM Soc. Std.; Elaai. Ed., Doc., Nay.
Aug. Grids. (1) 10 tloU.

lAtOWPOOD BOARD OF EDUCATION

4-8-81

Math; Coaajra Scl; Spec. Ed; Dual/Triple nejors;
Elan. Ed. only 1f ttrong backgmd 1n Rath or Set
OK., Rty trtdt. (1) 8 tlott.

d. OH

—'

4-7-81
4-7-81

UMA CITY SCHOOLS
Utaa.OM

'Available at your Local Tavern or Carryout

SALES TWEES: B/Sslltng. Sales. Ada. Moarc., or

